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An extension of the theorem of Hunziker-van Winter-Zhislin on the location of 
the essential spectrum of many-body Hamiltonians. 
A noncombinatorial proof of the Hunziker-van Winter-Zhislin theorem 
on the lower bound of the spectra of many-body Hamiltonians. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to prove some general results (Theorem 2 
and 3) on the location of the essential spectrum of Schrodinger operators. 
Together they contain the HVZ theorem about many-body Hamiltonians 
[4, IV, 12 l-1361 and give a noncombinatorial proof of it. The results used 
are due to Agmon [l] and to Persson [3 J, and Lithner 121, rediscovered and 
extended by Agmon. The only work done here is putting them together and 
reproducing some proofs. 
2. REAL FORMS 
Let R c R" be open and consider the quadratic forms on real CA(O), 
Q[u] = Q“[u] = IIu’I12 + 0% ~1, Q,lul = Qlul + f IbII*~ 
u’ = grad u, 
where V is real in L:,, and (. , . ) and (( . (1 refer to real L'(a). We assume 
that the ground energy 
E(Q, Q> = infQl~llll~ll* 
is finite which makes the forms Q, equivalent for t + E > 0. Let L, be the 
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corresponding completion of C:(a), L, c L2. Let G,: L2 + L, be the selfad- 
joint bounded operator defined by 
(~3 VI= Q,(G,u, v>, uEL2, 0, G,u EL,, 
where the right side is the bilinear form corresponding to the quadratic 
form Q,. The equalities 
Q,(G,u, v) = Qs(Gsu, ) = Q,(G, u, v) + 6 - tNG,u, 0) 
=Ql(Gsu+(~--)GIGsu,v) 
prove the resolvent identity 
G,=G,+(s-t)G,G, 
from which one sees that there is a selfadjoint operator H = H’ such that 
G,‘=H+t 
for all t t E > 0. Let 
be the bottom energy at infinity in 0, introduced by Persson [3] and Agmon 
[ 11. It is clear that this quantity increases as 0 decreases. We put 
E,(Q, x) = SUP E,(Q, J4, x # 0, 
for open cones K containing x. 
LEMMA 1 (Agmon). E,(Q, R”) = min, E,(Q, x). 
PruoJ It is obvious that x + E,(Q, x) is continuous from below. Cover 
R” by open cones K, ,..., K, and let f: ,,.,, f&be a corresponding partition of 
unity, the function & being in C’(R”\O), homogeneous of degree 0 and 
vanishing in a conical neighborhood of R”\Kj. Using the identity 
Q<u,f2u) =QWI -j lf’12 u2 dx (1) 
for real C’ functions f, putting f = fj and summing, we get 
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With u in CA@“), /]u]] = 1 and letting u be zero when 1x1 < r we get 
where E,-+ 0 as r+ co. Hence E,(Q, R”) > min E,(Q, K;). Since the 
opposite inequality is obvious, the lemma follows. 
3. THE BOTTOM OF THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM 
THEOREM 1 (Persson, Agmon). If 
for some c and some continuous a(x) > 0, then E,(Q, f2) is the lower bound 
of the essential spectrum of H = Hv defined in L’(R). 
Note. Persson has stronger assumptions on the potential but his proof 
works here too. 
Proox Let H = 1 i dE, and suppose that the spectrum of H is discrete 
under some A. Let u E CA(a,), ]I u]] = 1 and put u = E, u + (1 - E,%)u = 
u1 + u2, say. We shall see that ]]u, ]I + 0 as r+ co, independently of the 
choice of u. Then Q[u,] < 1 I/u, ]I2 and >E(Q, 0) /]u, ]I2 tends to zero and 
/I u2]] + 1 so that 
Qbl/llul12 2 ,J - &r, (2) 
where E,+O as r-+ co. To see that u, --t 0, note that u, is a finite sum C ai?, 
with ]aj] < 1 and the vj fixed elements in L2. It follows that 
uniformly in u. Further, since u1 + u2 = 0 in the complement fi: of Sz,, 
1 u;dx=- 1 u,u,dx= n: Q: J u,u,dx 0, 
for (u,, u2) = 0. Schwarz’s inequality shows that or -+ 0 uniformly in U. 
According to (2), E, = E,(Q, 0) d oes not lie below the bottom of the 
essential spectrum. 
To prove the converse, we may without loss of generality assume that 
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Q[u] > 0 for all u. If the derivatives off of order <2 are bounded, developing 
(fu)’ and performing one integration by parts shows that 
where u E CA and the double prime denotes div grad. Hence, if g has the 
same property and f * + g* = 1 we get 
Q[ul = Qbl + Q[cl -,( M-l’ i- IdI21 u* dx. 
By a passage to the limit this holds for any u in L,. In particular, let I be in 
the essential spectrum of H. Then there is an infinite orthonormal sequence 
uk such that Q[u,] = A+ 6,, 6, -+ 0, and we may put u = uk in the formula 
above. Next, let us choose a function h in C2, h = 0 when (xl < 1,0 < h < 1 
when 1 < Ix] < 2 and h = 1 when JxJ > 2 and such that (1 -h’)“’ is also a 
C* function. Puttingf = h(x/r) and g = (1 - f*)“’ in the formula above we 
get as r-+ co, 
Qhl G Q[d + Wp2). 
But also, by assumption, 
so that 
I IhJ’12 dx< cr, R, 2r 
c, depending on Y. Since gu, vanishes outside a;, and tends weakly to zero, 
this means that gu, + 0 in L,‘(G). Hence l]fukj] + 1 so that 
lim sup Q[f~kl/llf~kl12 <A +Wp2). 
It follows that E,(Q, ~2) < A and the theorem is proved. 
Two Classes of Potentials 
Let F*(R) be the set of potentials I’ in G! for which ]I u’ iI2 + I] u II2 and 
Q,[u] = ]] u/l2 + ((I’+ t)u, u) are equivalent for some t. Then E = E(Q, 52) is 
finite and QJu] > (t + E) /lull* f or all u in C#2). Hence all Q,[u] with 
t t E > 0 are equivalent and hence to every E > 0 there is a c, > 0 such that 
llu’l(* < c;'Q,-,[u], i.e., 
Q~~1~~C,lI~‘l12+~~--E)II~l12. (3) 
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The set F*(R) may not be a linear space but it contains a linear space F(0) 
of potentials V with the property that to every E there is a c, such that 
(I VI u, u) < & II u’ II2 + c, II 24 II 2. (4) 
Theorem 1 shows that for both classes, E,(Q, 0) is the bottom of the 
essential spectrum of H’. F(R3) contains the Rollnik class 14, II, p. 99 I. 
We say that V tends weakly to zero at infinity in n if 
~1~1~~~~~~~~11~‘112+11~112~ 
when u E Ct(fln,) and E, -+ 0 as r -+ 03. 
EXAMPLE. Rollnik potentials plus bounded potentials tending uniformly 
to zero at infinity. 
THEOREM 2. Let V,, V2, V= V, + V2 be potentials in F*(R”) and 
suppose that V, is invariant under translation in a direction y and that Vz 
tends weakly to zero at infinity in some open cone K containing y. Then 
E&j”, K) = E(Q”l, R”). 
ProoJ: If t is large enough, the forms Q;I[u] and IIu’lI’+ /Iu/I* are 
equivalent so that., if u E Ci(K,), 
~I~21~~~~~~~~ll~‘I12+~~,~~~~+fII~I12~~ 
where 6,+ 0 as r -+ co. Hence E,(Qy, K) lies between (1 i E) E,(Q: 1, K) 
for any E and so 
E,(Q”, K) = E,(Q”‘, K) > E, = E(Q’ 1, R”). 
But given any 6 > 0 there is a u with compact support such that 
11~‘/12+~~,~~~~~~~,+~~11~112 
and translating this u in they direction, shows that E,(Q“l, K) < E, . 
Application. Let n = 3N, x = (x, ,..., x,) with xk in R” and let 
v = y Vij(Xi - Xi)’ i < j, 
with V, E F(R3) tending weakly to zero at infinity in R”. 
Let y E R”\O be given and let C = C, U C, U .a. U C, be the equivalence 
classes of l,..., n under the equivalence i - j given by yi = Y,~. Note that if all 
yi are different, C is empty. Then V, = Vc = c Vii(x, -xi) for i - j is 
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invariant under translations in the y direction and V- Vc tends weakly to 
zero at infinity in all sufficiently small open cones K around y. It follows 
from Theorems 1 and 2 that 
rn@ E(Q”c, R”) (5) 
is the bottom of the essential spectrum of the many-body Hamiltonian 
associated with Q”. If we subtract the center of mass motion, the case when 
all yi are equal no longer occurs and we get the bottom of the essential 
spectrum by restricting C in (5) to have at least two components. Similar 
results for Fermi or Bose-Einstein statistics. 
4. THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM 
THEOREM 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, and if V, E F(R”), the 
essential spectrum of H” taken on L’(R”) contains the interval 
[E(Q”‘, R”), ~0). 
Application. For many-body potentials whose interaction potentials are 
in F(R3) and tend weakly to zero at infinity in R3, the essential spectrum is 
the interval from (5) up. (The HVZ theorem, see [4, IV, 121-1361. 
Proof: Choose coordinates so that y = (1, O,..., 0). The corresponding 
H”I is then the direct product of the operator -(a/ax,)’ and an operator H, 
in L2(Rn-‘) obtained by restricting Q “1 to functions independent ofx,. 
Hence the spectrum of H”I extends from E, = E(Q”l, R”) to plus infinity. 
Hence, for any A in this interval and for large enough t, we can find a 
sequence (a& of L2 functions with compact supports and unit lengths such 
that 
k~ao~(IG:-(t+~)-‘UklljO, 
where G: = (H”I + t)-‘. The functions vk(x) = uk(x, - ak, x2 ,..., x,) = 
uk(x - ak y) then have the same property regardless of ak. Let G, = 
(H” + t)-’ and Q: = Q,“l. From 
Q,(G,u, v> = (u, v) = Q:(G:u, v) 
with u in L2 and G,u, G:u, u in W, the completion of CA@“) with respect o 
llu’ll + II4L we get 
Q:W: - GA v> = (V,G,u, v> 
SO that, putting v = (G: - G,)u and using Schwarz’s inequality, 
Q:[(G: - G,)ul <III Vzl”* GA Ill I/,I”*G - GAulI. 
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By (4) and the equivalence Qi [u J N ]] U’ I/* + ]] u]/* for large t, this gives in 
particular 
IW: - G&Al G const ]I/ V,l”* GIucl] 
for all k. We shall see that it is possible to choose the numbers ak so that the 
right side tends to zero as k -+ 03. This will prove the theorem. 
We note that by assumption there are numbers rk that we can make tend 
to infinity with k such that ]x - ak y 1 < rk on the support of uk. In particular, 
choosing the ak > 0 large enough, we can get supp ~7~ into a given cone K 
around y for all k. Next, choose f, in C@“) such that f, = 1 when 
Ix-a,y]<r,andf,=Owhen Ix-a,yl>2r,andO<f,<l everywhere. 
Since rk + co, we can also assume that If i(x)] is bounded independently of k. 
Since V, tends weakly to zero at infinity in K we also have 
Ill ~,/"*fPAI* Oi(ll(f,~,~,>‘ll’ + llfP,~~l12)~ 
where sk + 0 provided we choose the ak so large that every ball 
]x - ak y ] < 2r, lies in K. Here the parenthesis on the right is bounded by a 
constant times Qt[G,v,] = (G,v,, vk) and hence bounded. 
To finish the proof it suffices to verify that 
/11~211’2(1 -fdG,Ud-tO 
as k + co. Since V2 is in F(R”) it suffices to verify the same for 
ll((1 -f,> G,~J’ll* + ll(l -f,) G,t'$ 
which in turn is implied by 
[ W,v,)‘l* + I+4*) dx+ 0, 
where B, is the region Ix - a, y 1 > 2r,. Now, by Theorem 4 of the next 
section, we have, e.g., 
_I e2’x-aky’(I(G,u)‘12 + IG,u12) dx < const ” e2is-n~YiU2 dx J 
when t is large enough and u any L* function. It follows that the left side of 
(6) is majorized by a constant times 
which tends to zero as k + co. This completes the proof. 
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5. THE EXPONENTIAL DECAY OF G,u FOR LARGE t 
It is well known that the kernel of (-4 + t)-’ in R” falls off exponentially 
when t > 0. The following result (take u with compact support) extends this 
property. 
THEOREM 4. Let V E F*(Q) and let G, = G,Y be the corresponding 
Green’s operator. If t + E > 0, E = E(Q”, Q), then 
j 
e26’x-y’(I(Gtu)‘)2 + I G,ul*) dx Q const 
I e26’r-y’U2 dx 
for any function tl, any y, and any b < (t + E)“‘. 
Note. The method of proof is that of Lithner [2]. 
Proof: Let f E C*, all derivatives bounded. With u E L2 and v = G,u we 
get 
(u,f*u)= Q,(f*w,=Q,[fvl-jlf'1* v*dx. (7) 
We have, by (3) 
Q,[fvl >c,ll(fW12 + @+E-& Ilfvll’ 
and, by an integration by parts, and putting g” = div grad g, 
ll(fv)'11* = j(f'lv'l* + (If/l* - 2-'(f*)")v*W 
Also, by Schwarz’s inequality, 
(U,f2U) GE Ilfvll' + 4e-’ Ilfull'. 
Hence, inserting into (7), 
where 
I (c,f*lv'l* +Av2)dx<4&-111faIJ2 
A=(t+E-2e)f*-(1-cJIf’I*-cc,2-‘(f2)”. 
With f = eZh we have 
2-‘(f *)” = e2h(hrr + 2 (h’ I’) 
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so that 
A = e2h(t + E - 2~ - (1 - 3c,) /h’ 1’ - c,h”) 
>ezh(t+E-2e-lh’~*-c,h”). 
To finish the proof we shall make suitable choices of the function h. Let 
g(f) E C*(R) be =i for t < 1, <t everywhere and =l for t > 2 and let g’(t) be 
decreasing. Put 
h(x) = bNg((1 + 1.X - 4,12)“2/N). 
whereN>l andb<(t+E) . I’* A little computation shows that 
0 < h’(x) < b, Ih”(X)( < O(1) + o(Nm’)jh’ll 
while h(x) < bN tends to b( 1 + Ix - y I*)“* as N + co. Hence 
~>e*“(t+E-2c-(1 +O(N-‘)lh’l*-O(l)c,). 
Taking E and c, small enough and letting N + co proves the theorem. 
6. COMPLEX FORMS 
Most of the preceding results hold for complex Hilbert space L’(R) and 
for sesquilinear forms 
Q(u, u) = Q'B3"'(u, v) = j ( ~‘6’ + Bu . v + u . Bts + VuC) dx, 
where B = C bk(x) a/ax, has locally integrable coefficients, corresponding to 
Hamiltonians of particles in magnetic fields and force fields. The crucial 
identity (1) is then replaced by 
Re Q<u,f*u) = Q[fu] - \ 1.1-1~ 1~1’ dx, 
easy to verify. Lemma 1 and the Persson-Agmon criterion Theorem 1 will 
hold as stated with the same proofs. Theorem 2 needs some modification. We 
define F*(Q) to be the set of pairs (B, v) for which 
Qj”+“[u] = Q(-‘)[u] + t IIuI12 
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and lju’(I + (Iu((* with u in CA(Q) are equivalent for large t > 0. We say that 
(II, v) tends to zero at infinity in 12 if 
whenuEC#2,.)ands,.-+Oasr+~. 
Theorem 2 will then hold with (I?, , V,), (B2, V2) and (B, V) = (B, + B,, 
V, + V,) in F*(R”), (B,, VI) being invariant under translations in the y 
direction, and (Bz, V,) tending to zero at infinity in some open cone 
around y. Theorem 3 is also true provided V, E F(R”) and 
W2 + B,*)uu < const(lb II + lbll> 
for all u in CA(R”). Finally, Theorem 4 is true for G, = GiB,“) when (B, V) E 
F*(Q). The proofs are the same. 
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